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“Separating measurement and expression models clarifies confusion in 
scRNA-seq analysis”    - Sarkar & Stephens 2020 bioRxiv

“M3Drop: Dropout-based feature selection for scRNASeq” 
    - Andrews & Hemberg 2019 Bioinformatics

“Feature selection and dimension reduction for scRNA-Seq based on a 
multinomial model”       - Townes et al. 2020 GenomeBiology

“Bayesian model selection reveals biological origins of zero inflation in 
single-cell transcriptomics”    - Choi et al. 2020 bioRxiv
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Background



scRNA-seq data
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Some genes may “drop out” due to technical reasons.



scRNA-seq data example
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Motivating example
A typical scRNA-seq data (a specific gene count).

How would you model this?

Negative binomial?

Zero-inflated Negative binomial?
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Models - NB and ZINB
Negative binomial (NB) - the mean (μ) and the overdispersion (φ)

Zero-inflated Negative binomial (ZINB) - μ, φ, and the zero-inflation (π)

π = 0.1
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The nature of over-dispersion in NB
X ~ Poisson (μ) Mean = μ, variance = μ

What if the mean parameter is random? Then, variance is higher.

X ~ Poisson(R) where R ~ Gamma(1/φ, μφ).

Then, mean = μ, variance = μ + μ2φ

X is fuzzier by μ2φ.

We reparametrize X as X ~ Negative Binomial (μ, φ)
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A method paper  - BZINB model

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.03.06.977728v1 9



Valentine Svensson (2020) 
Nature



Valentine Svensson (2020) Nature.

“Droplet scRNA-seq is not zero-inflated”
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Key message: 
 - “ZINB is not necessary; NB is enough”
 - “Zero-inflation is not technical but mostly biological”

1. Literature 1: NB has good fit for the UMI data, ZINB not necessary.

2. Literature 2: The zero inflation seems to reflect the biological variation.

3. Literature 3: zero-inflation appears to be an artifact of log transformation.

4.   An experiment comparing 
the biological data vs. the negative control data
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Literature 1: NB has good fit for the UMI data, ZINB 
not necessary.

Likelihood ratio tests say NB is good in most cases.
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Literature 2: The zero inflation seems to reflect the 
biological variation.

“These novel methods exploit the observation that dropout-rates per gene 
are strongly correlated with gene expression level (Pierson & Yau, 2015; 
Kharchenko et al, 2015)” 14



Literature 2B: The zero inflation seems to reflect the 
biological variation.

“The fundamental empirical observation ... is that the dropout rate for a 
gene depends on the expected expression level of that gene in the 
population ”
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Literature 2B: The zero inflation seems to reflect the 
biological variation.

1. ‘dropout rate (p0)’ here is simply the zero-fraction - not really a 
dropout nor zero-inflation.

2. As p0 contains the true zeros, it of course is related with the 
non-zero mean (μ) even under the presence of zero-inflation.
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Literature 2C: The zero inflation seems to reflect the 
biological variation.

“the dropout rate for a given cell depends on the average expression magnitude 
of a gene in a population with dropouts being more frequent for genes with lower 
expression magnitude”

Again, dropout is defined by zeros.
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Literature 2: The zero inflation seems to reflect the 
biological variation.

Svenson 2020
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“higher fractions of zero values than suggested by the NB distribution”  = zero-inflation

≠ dropout
≠ zero proportion



Literature 3: zero-inflation appears to be an effect of 
log transformation

Actually, it is not from the “log-transformation,” but is from the 
“normalization” e.g. RPK 19



Literature 3: zero-inflation appears to be an effect of 
log transformation

By counts → CPM tranformation, 
Zeros are mapped to zeros keeping its probability mass,
while ones (or larger values) are mapped to multiple values.

Log-transformation is not the key here. 20



4. More about the experiment
The biological data: Each droplet is made from a cell 

(Droplets are heterogeneous.)

The negative control data: All droplets are made from the same RNA solution.
(Every droplet is homogeneous)

The negative control data were used to 
remove the biological variability.

Their hypothesis: 
“If zero-inflation can be explained by the biological variation,
 then the zero-inflation, if any, is not technical zeros but are real zeros.” 21



Negative control data Biological data
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More discussion on 
“the experiment”



1. Confusion between dropouts and zero-inflation

2. Is the gap between two data sets 
purely due to biological variation?

3. Why common φ?
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1. Confusion between dropouts and zero-inflation
- Distinction between dropouts (technical zeros) and zero-inflation

- They define both “zero-inflation” and “dropouts”
“to observe more ‘technical zeros’ than expected”

- This can be a definition of zero-inflation, but cannot be of dropouts.

- zero-inflation should be understand in terms of model fit,
while dropouts are purely mechanical results.
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(Relevant paper 1)
“Separating measurement and expression models clarifies confusion in 
scRNA-seq analysis” - Sarkar & Stephens 2020 bioRxiv

dropouts = missing data = zeros? No! Not all zeros are dropouts.

Imputation = filling in values for zeros? No! Not all zeros are fake.

Zero-inflation = extra zeros that cannot be explained by simpler models 
(say, NB)
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(a) “... the primary causes of zero inflation are not technical but rather biological 
in nature.”

(b) “the parameter estimates of the ZINB distribution are an unreliable indicator of 
zero-inflation”

(Relevant paper 2)
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Hypothesis:

“If zero-inflation is primarily due to dropouts,
we would expect to see zeros evenly distributed across 
cell-types”

The heatmap (genes x cell types)
dark = excess zeros
light = fewer zeros than expected

1) Droptout = zero-inflation?
2) May dropout rates not vary by cell types?
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Simulated ZINB data. Left: cell-type not adjusted. Right: cell-type adjusted.
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2. Is the gap between two data sets 
purely due to biological variation?

1. Negative control data: an RNA solution -> scRNAseq
2. Biological data: Homogeneous “cells” -> scRNAseq

The difference between (1) & (2) can be decomposed into

A. heterogeneity between cells. (phi can be different by genes in (2), and we 
should look at the gene-wise dispersion. See the next discussion point.)

B. Possibly higher dropouts for (2).

The difference from A is considered biological, while B is technical.
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3. Why common φ?
Negative control data - common φ (okay),

Biological data can have different φ due to cell 
heterogeneity.

They compare the more-than-expected 

fraction of zeros based on common phi.

Biological data 
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3. Why common φ? - a thought experiment
Consider only two genes: Genes A and B with about-equal means.

It can be that gene A count is more variable than Gene B in biological data:

Cell 1 2 3 4 5 ...

Gene A 3 1 0 1 7 ...

Gene B 3 3 2 3 2 ...

Genes could have different dispersion across cells.

But this is hardly true for the negative control data.
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3. Why common φ?
Look at the right panels!

The right panels rather imply that in biological 
data, genes may have different overdispersion.

There are less-than-expected zero fractions!

So their claim that extra zeros are from biological 
variability is questionable.

This figure can only show that negative binomial 
distribution is good enough.

?

?
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Alternative approach for detecting dropouts.

To compare the zero proportion 
between the biological data and the negative control data
after controlling for the nonzero-means.

2. Is the gap between two data sets 
purely due to biological variation?
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Conclusion



1. Lots of confusion between zero-inflation and 
dropouts
Modeling dropouts with zero-inflation models is 
another thing!

2. Although ZINB may not be needed in many data,
that does not imply there is no dropout.

3. Biological variability can be well explained by 
varying overdispersion.
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